
evelat5on -1: (FyNbo1i'm, etc. in jev. 6-

6'...the horse in each of the follo':in seal.- is symbolic
of po"er...of a tronp force.The white horse is the
horse of a victor and the indicates military skill
and the crown denoteE an accoplishecl victory. here is
pret arument about the identification of this person.
any bell ere him to be the Antichrist " .allosed to conquer

freely as the mystery of iniquity works to conclusion and
the hindering influence of the church is altered.

6:'...the rld horse is L.ybolic o. warfare.

6:5, the black horse suaests famine and the terms used to
inc1icaThis effect on the earth suest the removal
of the necessities of life hile some of the luzury items
remain.

6:0, the pale horse is sugiestive 01' eath. o the proreesion
is that of war, fanine, death, under the direction of
an absolute leader.

6:l2-].4...the symbolism of white raiment, etc., has been
discuseed and the symbols that follow are descriptive of
apparent chan:es in the heavenly bodies.

7:]., four angels ...four is the number of univrrsallty...and
the suggestion is that of messengers in the will of God
at all Darts of the universe.

7:2 the seal of God..lr the means in which the lord identifies
his own. here ir a beautiful and graphic picture of this
in Ezekiel O...and you can see some application from it
with regard to the work of the Holy spirit on our behalf
today.

7:15...day and night in his tea1e ...sugest merely the presence
of God and not that heaven is occupied with a physical
building.

d:l...a half hour ...shov:s a relatively short period of time
marked out for our understanding.

a3...the golden censor is a figure from the tabernacle and
indicates a holy of holies scene in which there is a
reminder to God of what has been accomplished through
and in the ayers of His people.

3s5-..the thunderings in the representation noted earlier,
may suggest the beginning of the response of God to
the prayers that were uttered in 6:1G.

8:7... the "third part" is probably a "round number" and
indicates along with the notes in 9 and 11, the scope
of universality to the judgment of the Lord.
a great mountain probably represents a comet, metoer,
or some catastrophic movement by God.

6:1). ".'iormwood" is a term used throughout scripture to denote
bitterness, aguiEh, guild, unpleasantness. This figureis the epitome of all that is bad with all of those.

:l3...".:oe, woe, woe" is used to indicate the more ever
nature of the last three judgments.

9:1 the bottomless pit (the abyss1 is spoken of in Rev. 2(
and has a referecne in in uke o:31, .e do not know
much about it or its limits but it is the place of

an's alllenial confinement and never used in a goodor helpful sense.
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